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I

Abstract

Streamribbon is used to visualize the rotation of the fluid flows. The rotation of flows is useful in fluid 

mechanics, engineering and geophysics. This thesis introduces the construction technique of streamribbon 

based on the streamline which is generated based on the law of mass conservation. The accuracy of 

constructed streamribbons is shown through two examples.
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Introduction

This thesis focuses on the successful construction of streamribbon and the accuracy of it. Efficiency and 

accuracy of the construction help to study flow properties a lot better hence contributing in the vast area 

of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The process of streamribbon construction involves many 

important steps and the programming is done with MATLAB.

The accuracy of streamribbon relies well on the accuracy of the streamline used to construct a 

streamribbon. The selection of streamline is important to the construction of streamribbons. In the 

research reported in this thesis, we used the mass conservative streamlines introduced in [24]. The mass 

conservative streamlines in [24] show good accuracy from the examples. Based on the mass conservative 

streamlines, we introduced the procedure of the construction of the streamribbons. Two analytical 

examples show the constructed streamribbons are accurate comparing with the exact results from the 

analytical velocity fields.

The mathematical calculation of streamribbon rotation angle to generation of normal vector is done for 

the whole streamribbon generation. The differential equation is simplified and the final version is used in 

the MATLAB program. The reasons why we use analytical velocity fields include the fact that we are 

able to check the accuracy using the analytical results obtained from the fields. The combination of this 

method with other computational scheme (for example, finite element method) can be used to draw 

streamribbon for CFD velocity fields that are calculated from a mathematical model. The figures in the 

examples show not only the rotation of the flows but also the process of subdivision of the original mesh. 

From the examples, this thesis introduces a method for constructing an accurate mass conservative 

streamribbon.
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Chapter 1 Research Background and Importance

The construction of an accurate streamribbon could influence many fields where the rotation of flows is 

important. This chapter gives the background of the research described in this thesis.

1.1 Streamlines and Streamribbon

Streamlines  are  paths  of  mass less  particles which  are  released  in  a steady  flow.  Plotting  of  the  

particle  paths  produces  a  streamline  picture  which  allows  engineers  to  visualize  fluid  motion  and  

to  locate  the  regions  of  high  and  low  velocity  and,  from  these,  the  zones  of  high  and  low  

pressure.  Additional  information  about  the  flow  field,  such  as  local  flow  rotation  can  be shown  

in  the  form  of  a  streamribbon.

Given  a  steady  flow  with  velocity  field  � �� �u x t
� �

,  a  streamline  can  be  calculated  by  solving  the  

following  differential  equation:

� � � �� �x t
     u x t  

 t
�

�
�

�
� �

where  t is  the  integration  variable.

The  path  swept  by  a  deformable  line  segment  becomes  a  streamribbon.  Thus  a  streamribbon  can  

reveal  the  translation,  the  angular  rotation,  and  the  rate  of  shear  deformation  of  the  flow.

In  [7]  streamribbons  are  useful  in  identifying  causal  relationships  between  fluid motion  and  local  

flow  variables  such  as  temperature,  static  pressure,  turbulent kinetic  energy,  and  vorticity. Figure 

1.1 shows  the  red  colored streamribbon  indicates  that  near  this location  the  fluid  particle,  after  

absorbing  heat  from  the  outboard  sealing interface  (visible to the right of the scene),  reaches  the  

maximum  temperature  of 62° C  that  it  will  attain  along  its  flow  trajectory  through  the  domain.
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Fig. 1.1   Streamribbon trajectory of returning outboard fluid particle.

(Source: [7])

Streamribbons  are  also  used  to  determine  weather  patterns  such  as   indicating  the  flow of  the  

wind  as  shown  in figure 1.2. Inputs  include  the  coordinates,  vector  field  components,  and starting  

location for  the  streamribbon.
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Fig. 1.2    Showing blades of streamribbon.

(Source: wikipedia)

1.2 Different methods of Streamribbon Generation

There  are  many  people  who  have  constructed  a  streamribbon  using  different  methods.   Some of 

these are:

1. Volpe et al [23]  created  a  streamribbons  by  tracing  a  large  number  of  adjacent  streamlines.  

However,  the  number  of  streamlines  needed  to  form  ribbon  surfaces  is  tremendous,  and  the  

computational  cost  is  very  high.  Therefore  in  practice,  the  construction  is  simplified,  and  some  

information  such  as  shear  deformation  is  lost.

2. In  [11] ,  a  stream – surface ,  which  is  similar  to  a  streamribbon,  is  generated  by  

computing  only  a  few  streamlines  and  creating  polygons  between  adjacent  streamlines  to  form  

the  surface  of  the  stream – surface.  This  method  requires  complicated  algorithms  to  deal  with  

convergence,  divergence  and  splitting  of  a  stream – surface.
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3. Darmofal  and  Haimes  [8] ,  Ma  and  Smith  [18] ,  and  Pagendarm and Walter [19]  used  one  

streamline  and  vectors  normal  to  the  local  velocity  to  form  a  streamribbon.  In  this  way,  the  

resulting  ribbons  only  represent  the  translation  and  the  angular  rotation  of  the  flow.  Their  

algorithms  are  adopted  in  using  two  parallel  edges  to  form  a  streamribbon.

The research in this thesis uses the  method  in  [17]  of  forming  the streamlines  which  is  the  most  

accurate  to  date  and  the  method  in [8] to  construct  a  streamribbon.

1.3 Methodology

A streamribbon has two edges.  The  first  edge  of  streamribbon  is  the  calculated  streamline  which  is  

already  done  in  [17]  and  the  second  edge  is  generated  by  connecting  the  endpoints  of  the  

normal  vector  of  the  streamline.

1) Generation of streamlines using the method in [17].  

The method in [17]  subdivides a hexahedron  of  hexahedral  meshes  into  smaller  hexahedra  when  

there  are  points in  the  hexahedron  at  which  the  scalar  function  equals  to  infinity  and then  seeks  

more  data  of  the  CFD  velocity  fields  at  the  vertices  of  the  smaller  hexahedra  if   the  values  of  

the  CFD  velocity  fields  are  unknown. The subdivision can be an infinity process. A  threshold  

number  is  introduced  to measure  how  many  times  the  hexahedra  will  be  subdivided  in  the  initial  

mesh. The  accuracy  of  computation  depends  on  the  initial  mesh  and  the  threshold number. Exact  

tangent  curves  for  linear  vector  fields  are  used  to  draw streamline  segments  in  tetrahedra  that  are

obtained  from  subdividing hexahedra.

The  normal  vectors  are  calculated  by  rotating  a  constant  length  vector  about the  streamline  at  

each  point  of  the  streamline.  The  constant  vector  can  be  any  vector  orthogonal  to  the  streamline  

at  the  initial  point  in  the  physical  coordinate  system.

2) Construction of streamribbon

The  surface  of  the  streamribbon  is  formed  by  connecting  the  end  points  of  the  normal  vectors  

and  their  corresponding points  on  the  streamline.    
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For example:

                          Streamline                                            Normal Vector

                      
X(1)

X(2)

X(0)
      

                                                                                                                                 X(i-1)
           X(i)

                     Fig. 1.3   Explanation of constructing streamribbon.

The angle of rotating the constant length vector is:

� �1
2

d      w s  
dt
�

� �
�� �

,

� �ucurlw � ,

u
us �

where � is  the  rotation  angle.

The above equation is solved in constructing a streamribbon.

1.4 Implication and Benefits

The result of this research provides a more accurate streamribbon which has never been done before as 

the method in [17] is the latest and most accurate to date. There are wide applications in practice of 

streamribbon as mentioned before.  This  initiative  can  be of  a  lot  of  help  as  the  process  is  faster

and  accurate.
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Summary

There were different methods of generating the streamribbons in the past. The accuracy and the process 

vary in each method. The method used in this thesis is based on the accurate generation of mass 

conservative streamline and connection of normal vectors generated through the rotation angle on the 

streamline. The next chapter introduces the basic knowledge in fluid mechanics for the construction of 

the streamribbon.
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Chapter 2 Flow Visualization and Fluid Mechanics

There are various important concepts associated with flow visualization and fluid mechanics. These 

concepts are instrumental in the understanding of the fluid flow study. It states the categorical division of 

different fluid flows identified by their behavior and properties. The mechanics of fluid flow has always 

been an area of great importance as it helps to understand, predict and control the behavior of flows.

2.1 Flow Visualization

For centuries, fluid flow researches have been studying fluid flows in various ways, and today fluid flow 

is still an important field of research [21]. There are numerous areas in which fluid flow is important. 

Gaseous flows are studied for the development of cars, aircraft and spacecrafts and also the design of 

machines such as turbines and combustion engines. Liquid flow research is necessary for ship design and 

is widely used in civil engineering. Civil engineering aspects include harbour design and coastal 

protection. Reactor tanks use the knowledge of fluid flow and flow in blood vessels is vital for medicine. 

Flow visualization probably exists as long as fluid flow researches itself [21]. Experimental flow 

visualization has become the main visualization aid in re

cent times in fluid flow research.

2.2 Line Integral and flow curves

A line integral is the result of integrating a vector field along a curve. Given a particle in a gravitational 

vector field, where each vector represents the force acting on the particle at this point in space, the line 

integral is the work done on the particle when it travels along a certain path [24]. This line integral is 

constructed analogously to the Riemann integral and it exists if the curve has finite length and vector 

field is continuous.

Vector fields have a nice interpretation in terms of autonomous, first order ordinary differential equations 

[24]. If V is a vector field on surface s, curves )(tc on s can be defined such that for each t in an integral 

I :
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c(t)  = �
t

to
V (c(u)) du .

If V is continuous, a unique curve, cx for each point x can be found so that 

cx(0) = x ,

c'x(t )  =  V (cx(t))       { t 	 (- �������
 R} .

The curves cx are called flow curves of the vector field V. In two or three dimensions one can visualize 

the vector field as giving rise to the flow on s [24]. Some typical applications of this are streamline in 

fluid, geodesic flow and one parameter subgroups. Streamline in fluid is the basic importance considered 

in this thesis which constitutes the streamribbon.

2.3 Vector Fields

A vector field associates a vector to every point in a local Euclidean space. It is mostly used to model the 

speed and direction of a moving fluid through space. It can also be used to depict the strength and 

direction of magnetic and gravitational force as it changes from point to point. In the vigorous 

mathematical treatment, (tangent) vector fields are defined on manifolds as sections of a manifold’s 

tangent bundle and they are one kind of tensor field on the manifold [22]. A vector can be visualized as 

an n – dimensional space with an n – dimensional vector attached to each point. It is also important to 

note that if a vector field is continuous, differentiable, smooth and analytic, then these properties are 

invariant under the change of coordinate formula [22]. Hence it can be detected by computing the local 

representation in any continuous, differentiable, smooth and analytic chart.

2.4 Vector fields and Scalar fields

Scalar fields associate a number or scalar to every point in space whereas vector fields associate a length 

or magnitude as well as direction to every point in space. For example, in the common (x, y, z) three 

space, every point in the manifold can be associated parametrically with magnitudes of x, y, and z 

components. The divergence and curl are two operations on a vector field which result in a scalar field 

and another vector field respectively [22]. Divergence is defined in any number of dimensions and curl is 
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only defined for n = 3. Using the exterior product and exterior derivative it can be generalized to any 

dimension. Vector fields can be constructed out of scalar fields using the vector operator gradient. 

2.5 Examples of vector field

Streamlines, streaklines and pathlines are lines made from vector fields. Magnetic and gravitational field 

generated by any massive object is also a vector field. A vector field for the movement of air on earth 

will associate for every point on the surface of the earth a vector with wind speed and direction for that 

point [22].

2.6 Conservative vector field

In vector calculus a conservative vector field is a vector field which is the gradient of a scalar potential 

[3]. All conservative vector fields have zero curl and have the path independence property. Zero curl 

means that the vector field is irrotational. These properties are equivalent in many ‘real world’ 

applications [3]. An irrotational vector field that is solenoidal is a Laplacian vector field. A vector field V

is said to be conservative if there exists a scalar field f such that:

V = � f ,

where � f denotes the gradient of f .

If the above equation holds, then f is called a scalar potential for V [3]. � denotes the vector 

differential operator.

The vector differential operator � is called “del” or “nabla”. It is defined in three dimensions as:

x�
�

�� i +
y�
� j +

z�
� k

These are partial derivatives.

If a scalar function, � �f x, y,z , is defined and is differentiable at all points in some region, then f is a 

differentiable scalar field. The del vector operator, � , may be applied to scalar fields and the result, 
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� f , is a vector field. � can also act upon vector fields. This concept is very important in mathematics, 

science and engineering.

2.7 Divergence

If  F (x,y)  is a vector field, then its divergence is  �F(r) which in two dimension is:

�•F(r)  =   
x�
� i +

y�
� j • ),(F( 1 yx i + ),(F2 yx j )

=
yx �

�
�

�
� 21 FF .

It is obtained by taking the scalar product of the vector operator � applied to the vector field F(x, y). The 

divergence of a vector field is a scalar field. When extended to three dimensions, F(x ,y, z)  =  

321 FFF �� :

� •F(x, y, z)  =  
z
FFF 321

�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

yx
.

2.8 Curl

The curl of a vector field, F(x, y, z), in three dimensions may be written as:


�
�

�
�
��

ucurl = 3 32 1 2 1F FF F F F
y z x z x y

� � � � � �� �� � � �
� � � � ��  �  � � � � � � �� � � � � �

i j k

=

1 2 3

x y z
F F F

� � �
� � �

i j k

.

It is calculated by taking the vector product of the vector operator  � applied to the vector field F(x, y, z). 

The curl of the vector field is a vector field and � x F is sometimes called the rotation of  F (rot F).
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2.9 Flow Velocity

The flow velocity of a fluid is a vector field ),( txuu �
�

which gives the velocity of an element of fluid 

at position x and time t. The flow velocity of fluid describes the motion of a fluid. A lot of physical 

properties of a fluid can be expressed mathematically in terms of flow velocity. These properties are 

steady flow, incompressible flow, irrotational flow, vorticity and the velocity potential.

2.10 Irrotational Flow

A vector v is said to be irrotational if its curl is zero [3]. Such vector fields are also referred as curl – free 

vector fields. For any scalar s, � x �s = 0. In a simply connected region an irrotational vector field has 

the path independence property [3]. The flow velocity u of a fluid is a vector field and the vorticity w of 

the flow is defined by  w � �� v . If the velocity v is irrotational then the flow is irrotational flow 

[3]. The vorticity of this flow is also zero. For a two dimensional flow the vorticity acts as a measure of 

local rotation of elements of the fluid. It is also important to note that the vorticity does not imply 

anything about the global behavior of a fluid [3].

2.11 Potential Flow

In fluid dynamics, a potential flow is a velocity field which is described as the gradient of a scalar 

function [5]. A potential flow is characterized by an irrotational velocity field. This is an important 

approximation for several applications. The irrotationality of a potential flow is due to the curl of a 

gradient always being equal to zero (since the curl of a gradient is equivalent to take the cross product of 

two parallel vectors, which is zero) [3]. Although the velocity potential satisfies the Laplace’s equation in 

an incompressible flow but it also have been used to describe compressible flows. Typical applications of 

potential flow are the outer flow field of aeroflows, water waves and groundwater flow. However, flows 

with strong vorticity effects, this approximation is not applicable. With the noted importance of potential 

flow above, it is also important to take into consideration that it does not include all the characteristics of 

flow that are encountered in nature. It excludes turbulence which is often encountered in nature and 

cannot be applied for viscous internal flows.
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2.12 Compressible and Incompressible Flow

All fluids are compressible to some extent due to changes in pressure or temperature that will result in 

changes in density. In situations where the change in pressure and temperature are sufficiently small, the 

changes in density are negligible. In these cases, the flow is modeled as an incompressible flow. 

Mathematically, incompressibility is expressed by stating the density of a fluid parcel does not change as 

it moves in the flow field [1] i.e.

0
D
D

�
t
� , where

tD
D is the substantial derivative.

To determine the use of compressible or incompressible fluid dynamics, the Mach number of the flow is 

evaluated. As a rough guide, compressible effects can be ignored at Mach numbers below approximately 

0.3 [1]. Fluid properties (pressure and temperature) and flow conditions determine the incompressible 

assumption for liquids. Acoustic problems always require allowing compressibility since sound waves 

are compression waves involving changes in pressure and density of the medium through which 

propagate [1].

Note: The ratio of the speed V of a moving fluid to the speed C of sound in that fluid is know as the 

Mach number, M. 

M  =  
C
V .

2.13 Viscous and Inviscid Flow

Viscous problems are those in which fluid friction has significant effects on the fluid motion. The 

Reynolds number can be used to evaluate whether viscous or inviscid equations are appropriate to the 

problem. High Reynolds numbers indicate that the inertial forces are more significant than viscous 

(friction) forces. In this case the flow is assumed to be an inviscid flow. However certain problems 

involving solid boundaries require the inclusion of viscosity. Euler equations are standard equations of 

inviscid flow. These equations when integrated along a streamline results in Bernoulli’s equation. When

the flow is everywhere irrotational and inviscid, Bernoulli’s equation can be used throughout the flow 

field [1]. Such flows are called potential flows.
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2.14 Steady and Unsteady Flow

When all the time derivatives of a flow vanish, the flow is considered to be a steady flow [1]. If this is not 

the case, then the flow is considered to be unsteady. The chosen frame of reference can also determine 

whether a flow is steady or unsteady. For instance, laminar flow over a sphere is steady in the frame of 

reference that is stationary with respect to the sphere [1].

2.15 Laminar and Turbulent flow

Turbulence is flow dominated by recirculation, eddies and apparent randomness and flow in which 

turbulence is not exhibited is called laminar [20]. However, the pressure of eddies or recirculation does 

not necessarily indicate turbulent flow, these phenomena may be present in laminar flow. Mathematically 

turbulent flow is mostly represented by Reynolds decomposition. 

It is believed that turbulent flows obey the Navier – Stokes equations and direct numerical simulation 

makes it possible to simulate turbulent flows with moderate Reynolds numbers [20]. Also the results of 

direct numerical simulation agree with the experimental data as explained in [20].

2.16 Subsonic, Transonic, Supersonic and Hypersonic Flows

While many terres (example flow of water in a pipe) occur at low Mach numbers, many flows of 

practical interest (example in aerodynamics) occur at high fractions of the Mach number M = 1 or in 

excess of it (supersonic flows) [6]. This new phenomena occur at these Mach number such as shock 

waves for supersonic flow, transonic instability in a regime of flows, non equilibrium chemical behavior 

due to ionization in hypersonic flows. It is therefore a necessity to treat each of these flows separately.
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2.17 Relativistic Flows and Magnetohydrodynamics

Classical fluid dynamics is derived based on Newtonian mechanics. Although it is adequate for most 

applications, however, at very high speeds such as speed of light, Newtonian mechanics is inaccurate and 

a relativistic framework has to be used instead [6]. Magnetohydrodynamics is a multi–disciplinary study 

of the flow of electrically conducting fluids in electromagnetic fields [1]. Some examples of these fluids 

are plasma, liquid metals and salt water.

2.18 Fluid Mechanics

The field of fluid mechanics has historically been divided into two branches, fluid statics and fluid 

dynamics. Fluid statics or hydrostatics is concerned with the behavior of a fluid at rest and fluid 

dynamics involves the study of fluid in motion.

Fluid mechanics is concerned with understanding, predicting and controlling the behavior of fluid. Since 

we live in a dense gas atmosphere on a planet mostly covered by liquid, a rudimentary grasp of fluid 

mechanics is part of everyday life [25]. It is an important field of the applied sciences with many 

practical applications. Fluid mechanics has been important to virtually all societies because people need 

water to drink, irrigation for agriculture and the economic advantages of waterborne transportation. The 

most illustrious name in ancient Greek engineering is Archimedes (287 – 212 B.C.) [25]. One of the 

many accomplishments that Archimedes made was the determination of gold in the crown of King of 

Syracuse. He made a clever application of the principle of fluid statics. For many years fluid mechanics 

depended on principles deduced by trial and error. During the Italian Renaissance Leonardo da Vinci 

(1452 – 1519) used his acute powers of observation to describe fluid flow and to imagine fluid mechanics 

[25]. It took some time for modern mechanics to take its shape. It was not until the seventeenth century, 

however that the history of modern fluid mechanics began. A disciple of Galileo (1564 – 1642), 

Evangeliston Tooricelli (1608 – 1647) invented the barometer, a device for measuring atmospheric 

pressure variations caused by weather [25]. These principles of the barometer were clarified by the noted 

scientist and philosopher Blaise Pascal (1623 – 1662). This was the work that laid the foundation for our 

understanding of fluid statics.    
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It was Sir Isaac Newton’s book, Principia, where the relationship was established between the mass of a 

body, its acceleration and the forces acting upon it. In the eighteenth century, mathematicians built on the 

foundation of mechanics and calculus Newton had laid [25]. These included Daniel Bernoulli, Jean le 

Rond d’Alembert and Leonard Euler. The fundamental equations of fluid mechanics relating the 

conservation of mass, momentums and energy were being developed. An equation for the conservation of 

mass was first appropriately applied by d’Alembert for plane and axisymmetro flows in 1749 and Euler 

first published the generalized form of the equation for mass conservation eight years later [25].

The complete mathematical statement for the conservation of momentum, including the role of friction, 

was derived independently by the Frenchman C.L.M.H. Navier and the Englishman Sir George Stokes 

[25]. These are called Navier – Stokes equations and are the fundamental model for fluid mechanics. This 

laid the basis for all the analytical solutions. A big leap in the development of fluid mechanics was 

brought about by the dream of human flight. The Wright brothers brought their mechanical ingenuity to 

bear the aerodynamic experiments at the turn of the nineteenth century [25].

The field of fluid dynamics through the first half of the twentieth century is influenced by Ludwig 

Prandtl. Ludwig’s work included thin airfoil theory, finite wing theory, supersonic shock wave and 

expansion wave theory, compressibility connections and probably most important contribution, the 

boundary layer concept [25]. From the early researchers to the modern day work, a lot of mathematical 

models have been developed. The development of digital computers has made a big impact in this field. 

With Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), it is becoming possible to obtain solutions for arbitrary flow 

geometry. Fluid mechanics may be divided into three branches, fluid statics, kinematics and fluid 

dynamics. Fluid statics is the study of the mechanics of fluid at rest. Kinematics deals with velocities and 

streamlines without considering forces and energy. Fluid dynamics is concerned with the relations 

between velocities and accelerations and the forces exerted by or upon fluids in motion.    

2.19 Newtonian and Non – Newtonian Fluids

Sir Isaac Newton showed how stress and rate of strain are very close to linearly related for many familiar 

fluids. The Newtonian fluids are modeled by a coefficient called viscosity, which depends on the specific 

fluid [1]. However other materials have more complicated non – Newtonian stress strain behaviors [1].
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Summary

The development of flow visualization and fluid mechanics involves various important concepts which 

have contributed to its study. The environment is made of fluids and its analysis could reveal many 

aspects which could help in its efficient use and control. The next chapter introduces the field of 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD). CFD enhances the study of fluid flow and the use of computer has 

greatly accelerated its development.
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Chapter 3 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) helps to study fluid flow. The development of computer technology 

has greatly enhanced the development of CFD. Most methods in CFD were based on the discretisation of 

geometry which led to the use of computer programs. Using the computational fluid dynamics technique 

in the generation of streamribbon, flow properties can be analyzed to reveal important information.

3.1 History of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

Modern CFD has its roots in the 1950s with the introduction of the digital computer. The development of 

CFD techniques are followed closely by the development of the mathematical tools of numerical methods 

for solving partial differential equations. The basis of CFD problems are the Navier- Stokes equations. 

This equations define any single-phase fluid flow [10]. Further simplification of the equation yields the 

linearised potential equations. Different two dimensional methods were developed to solve these 

equations. 

The development of computer led to three dimensional methods. The central part of all CFD numerical 

schemes is the fundamental question of how one should represent a continuous function in discretised 

form. Numerical methods have been known since the time of Newton but without the help of the 

computer, the full exploitation of these techniques was impossible. The first paper on a practical three 

dimensional method to solve the linearised potential equations was published by John Hess and A. M. 

Smith of Douglas Aircraft in 1966. This method discretised the surface of the geometry with panels and 

this has led to the use of programs called the panel method [10]. Later, more advanced three dimensional 

methods were developed. 

Full potential codes were developed as the panel codes could not calculate the non linear flow present at 

transonic speeds. Full potential airfoil codes were widely used, the most important being named Program 

H. A further growth of Program H was developed by Bob Melnik and his group at Grumman Aerospace 

at Grumfoil [10].

Euler equations provided more accurate solutions of transonic flows hence taking the development to 

another level. The one dimensional numerical method is used to solve

problems of transport along lines. The multiphase simulation is solved by either
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Lagrangian or Eulerian method. The Lagrangian discretisation has no obvious time step limitation and 

the Eulerian calculation along each line are de-coupled, and so each may be performed optionally [10]. 

Eulerian method uses both explicit and implicit techniques. Eulerian method has been successfully 

applied for multi-component systems because of the difficulty of formulating an appropriate Lagrangian 

approach [13].

In the two dimensional realm, Mark Drela and Michael Giles, and later graduate students at MIT, 

developed the ISES Euler program (actually a suite of programs) for airfoil design and analysis. This 

code first became available in 1986 and has been further developed to design, analyze and optimize 

single or multi-element airfoils, as the MSES program [10]. The development followed with more design 

and analysis.

3.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

CFD is a computational technology that helps to study the dynamics of things that flow. It is a 

sophisticated analysis technique which not only predicts fluid flow behaviour, but also heat transfers, 

mass phase change, chemical reaction, mechanical movement and stress or deformation of related solid 

structures. CFD relies on the use of computers to solve the equations that describe the motion of fluids. 

Using CFD, a computational model can be built that represents a system or device that is under study, 

then the fluid flow physics and chemistry is applied to this virtual prototype, and the software will output 

a prediction of the fluid dynamics and related physical phenomena [10].  Hence, CFD is a sophisticated 

computationally-based design and analysis technique and it gives the power to simulate flows of gases 

and liquids, heat and mass transfer, moving bodies, multiphase physics, chemical reaction, fluid structure 

interaction and acoustics through computer modeling [10]. 

Flow visualization has become an important tool to explore the properties of flows due to the 

development of computer capacity and software. In the last decade, the need for visualization has grown 

exponentially. The development of more and more powerful supercomputers have enabled researchers in 

disciplines such as computational fluid dynamics to perform increasingly complex three dimensional

simulations using fine grids [9]. The basic feature of CFD remains with how the fluid is treated and it 

uses computer models to predict the properties of fluids. In this thesis, the construction of mass 

conservative streamribbon will provide the information on rotation of fluid particles when fluid flows. 
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3.3 Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Many fields including engineering present a variety of engineering challenges to the designer. Of 

particular concern is the thermo fluid environment in which key components of the seal must operate. 

Design concepts for improved fluid sealing were studied using advanced engineering analysis and state 

of the art data visualization. CFD provided the principal means for evaluating the circulation and 

effectiveness of coolants used in dual mechanical seals [24].

In engineering applications, CFD encompasses a broad spectrum of physical processes ranging from the 

flow around automobiles and airplanes to fluid structure interaction and manufacturing processes such as 

mold filling.

CFD has become an integral part of many engineering design and analysis environment where the ability 

to predict the performance of new designs or processes are required before they are ever manufactured or 

implemented.

In many chemical processing applications such as soda production used in glass manufacture and mineral 

ore processing, solid materials are crushed and processed at high temperature. In fluidized bed processes, 

solid particles are suspended by a gas, with the suspended mass taking on many properties similar to 

liquids. CFD could analyse and optimize these fluidized bed processes to improve productivity and save 

energy throughout the chemical industry [4].

Summary

CFD has made the study of fluid flow economically through modeling and design using computers. The 

increasing efficiency and power of computers had a catalyst effect on fluid flow analysis. Flow 

visualization using the computational methods has been used to solve many problems in different fields. 

All methods used depend on the accuracy of flow modeling and computational efficiency of computers.

The analysis of fluid flow is done with the consideration of various conditions. Streamline generation is 

an important concept in flow simulation. The streamline simulation had a rapid development and has 

influenced many fields because of its effectiveness. Streamline based flow simulation is now accepted as 
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an effective and complementary technology to more traditional flow modeling approaches such as finite 

differences. The next chapter explains the method of mass conservative streamline generation.
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Chapter 4 Mass Conservative Streamline Generation

There are many streamline generation techniques. These techniques can be compared in terms of their 

accuracy and efficiency of generation. There are some mass conservative streamline generation methods 

using two stream functions [12, 14]. The papers show that the satisfaction of law of mass conservation is 

important in streamline construction. Different mass conservative streamline generation methods are 

introduced by Li [15, 16]. These methods verify the mass conservation using multiplication of an 

unknown scalar function and the linear interpolation of CFD velocity fields. The streamline tracking is 

done with subdivision of a hexahedron of hexahedral meshes into smaller hexahedra if more data is 

needed for accurate streamlines in three-dimension. This subdivision may be done many times in the 

tracking process. The number of subdivisions depends on the pre-specified accuracy.

4.1 Accurate Mass Conservation Streamline Generation

Numerical solutions of mathematical models give the velocity fields. These velocity fields are called 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) velocity fields. The velocity field as defined in the last chapter is a 

vector field which describes the motion of a fluid. Furthermore, a CFD velocity field is an approximation 

to a continuous mass conservative velocity field in the same domain [17].

The method used in [17] is an accurate method to generate streamlines. It considers the following 

important factors:

� The adaptive streamline tracking methods for two and three dimensional CFD velocity fields are 

based on the law of mass conservation.

� The method suits to the CFD velocity fields that more data is available.

� The accuracy of the streamline tracking for the given mesh can be controlled by a threshold 

number T.

� The construction of a linear mass conservative interpolation for CFD velocity fields is considered

over a hexahedral mesh in [17].

� The accurate streamline tracking method in [17] requests more data when certain conditions 

discussed later in this chapter are satisfied.

� The condition for seeking more data is derived from the assumption that the multiplication of a 

scalar function f and the linear interpolation of CFD velocity field satisfy the law of mass conservation.
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� The conditions are given for scalar function f for different Jacobian forms of the coefficient 

matrix in the linear interpolation of CFD velocity fields.

� It is also important to note that the streamline tracking method used in [17] is for incompressible 

flows. However the method is applicable to compressible steady flows by replacing CFD velocity fields 

with CFD momentum fields.

The above important features of adaptive streamline tracking method ensure its accuracy.

4.2 A Calculation Example of Deriving an Expression of f (Scalar Function)

For incompressible flows in three dimensions the mass conservation is:

0l.( f )� �V ,

where l � �V AX B is the linear interpolation of a CFD velocity field at the four vertices in a 

tetrahedron.
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B vertical vector

Since � is a vector differential operator and lV is the linear interpolation of velocity field, it can be 

written as
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in Cartesian coordinates.

We know that l � �V AX B therefore faaa
dt
df )( 332211 ���� where 2211 , aa and  33a are the 

elements in the diagonal of A [16].
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This is used to calculate the expressions of f and expressed in terms of the solution of  d
dt

�X V , where 

� �1 2 3
Tx ,x ,x�X is the Cartesian coordinates  and � �1 2 3

T
v ,v ,v�V is the velocity field.

4.3 Case Conditions

� A has three different real non – zero eigenvalues  1r , 2r and 3r .

� 1r , 2r and 3r correspond to 1w , 2w and 3w , respectively, as their eigenvectors.

� J is the Jordan form of A and � � T
321 w,w,wW � .

It follows that 

332211321 aaarrr �����

and AW  = WJ

Let � � 1
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l
d
dt

� �
YW V AX + B
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Y JY W B

W is a 3 by 3 matrix and B is a transpose of ),,( 321 bbb which results in a 3 by 1 matrix hence matrix 

multiplication is possible

Let � �1
1 2 3

T
b ,b ,b� �W B and the  d

dt
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where 1C , 2C and 3C are constants.
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where C' and C are constants.

Other cases can be calculated in a similar way.

4.4 The Conditions for finding More Data

These important conditions in [17] are applied to hexahedron subdivision into five tetrahedra.

The expression of f and Jacobean matrices are shown in table 1 as calculated in [17].

Table 1: Jacobeans and expressions of f for all possible cases of a non-conservative 3D linear field 

(where C is a constant).
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The basic steps for seeking more data in [17] can be stated as follows:

1) Subdivision of the hexahedron into five tetrahedral.

The following figures show the tetrahedra subdivision and the tracking process. 

                          

Fig. 4.1 A hexahedral element.        Fig. 4.2 Tetrahedral subdivision of 

a hexahedron.

2) Calculation of the Jacobean forms of A in the linear interpolation of values of the velocity field 

and the coordinates at the vertices of each of the divided tetrahedra.

3) If any of the five expressions corresponding to the particular Jacobean of A in the table is zero or 

infinity, after taking C as non – zero value, at some points on the corresponding tetrahedra, then more 

data are required to be found inside the hexahedron.

4.5 The adaptive Streamline Tracking Method

The seed point is given before the process of streamline tracking. The hexahedron containing the seed 

point can be found which can be subdivided into five tetrahedra. The CFD velocity field is calculated at 

the vertices of each tetrahedron from the velocity field. The tetrahedron which contains the seed point is 
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found by the procedure given in this section. The streamline segment that goes through this point in the 

tetrahedron is drawn. When the streamline intersects with the boundary of the tetrahedron, this point is 

taken as the next seed point and the streamline is drawn in other tetrahedron using the formulae given in 

[16]. This process continues until the streamline intersects with the hexahedron boundary. The 

subdivision process is done many times and a pre-specified threshold number T is used to achieve the 

desired accuracy.

Fig. 4.3  An example subdivision of a hexahedron

The following steps describe the process of seed point determination [17]:

1) The hexahedron is subdivided into five tetrahedra as shown in Fig. 4.2.

2) For each tetrahedron, let � �1 1 1
1 1 2 3, , Y

T
y y y� , � �2 2 2

2 1 2 3, , Y
T

y y y� , � �3 3 3
3 1 2 3, , Y

T
y y y� , and 

� �4 4 4
4 1 2 3, , Y

T
y y y� be the four vertices of the tetrahedron and � �0 0 0

0 1 2 3, , Y
T

y y y� be the coordinates of the 

seed point in a Cartesian coordinate system. All the following four values are calculated [16]:
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0 1 0 2 0 4 0 1 0 2 0 3
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, .
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b b
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� �
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3) The seed point is in a tetrahedron if all four values 1 2 3 4, , , b b b b are positive. The seed point is in 

a hexahedron if it is in one of its five tetrahedra.

After the seed point is determined, the following algorithm [17] is used for adaptive streamline tracking:

i) Set 0�i .

ii) Find the hexahedron that contains the seed point and divide the hexahedron into five tetrahedra as 

shown in Fig. 4.2. If the corresponding scalar functions in Table 1 do not equal zero of infinite in all five 

tetrahedra, draw the streamline segment that goes through the seed point in the hexahedron; otherwise go 

to Step 3. Take the intersection of the streamline segment with the boundary of the hexahedron as seed 

point or end point and repeat this step (for a new hexahedron). 

iii) Subdivide hexahedron ABCDEFGH as shown in Fig. 4.3 and calculate the values of the velocity 

fields at AB , BC , CD , AD , AE , BF , CG , DH , EF , FG , GH , EH and 1O , 2O , 3O , 4O , 5O ,

6O , O , and then let 1�� ii and go to step 4. 

iv) Take the elements (smaller hexahedra in Fig. 4.3) in the subdivided hexahedron as new elements 

of the mesh by replacing the initial element and go to step 2 if Ti " ; Otherwise go to Step 1.

4.6 A two dimension view of streamline generation on a mesh grid

A two dimensional view of a quadrilateral 

which will be subdivided.
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The quadrilateral is subdivided into four 

smaller quadrilaterals.

The quadrilateral is subdivided even                                

further into more smaller 

quadrilaterals.

The dots show the generated 

points that constitute the 

streamline.
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4.7 A three dimensional view of streamline construction

A hexahedron is shown with a three 

dimensional view.

Each hexahedron is divided into five

tetrahedra. Here is one of them

The tetrahedron which contains the 

seed point is found. 
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The next point of streamline is 

calculated and is plotted.

The process of streamline point 

generation continues.        

The mass conservative streamline 

segment is generated after more 

points are plotted.
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As the line reaches the boundary of the               

tetrahedron, the next tetrahedron is found 

which contains the new seed point and then 

the streamline segment in it can be generated.

The above process is continued in the five 

tetrahedra which constitute the hexahedron. 
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After streamline is generated in all hexahedra 

in the domain, the streamline is seen in a 

three-dimensional space.

4.8 Examples

Fig. 4.4 -4.6 show the tracked streamline for saddle-spiral flow

� �2V z,xzyy,zx ����

as seen in [16].

x

y

z
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Fig. 4.4 Exact and tracked streamlines for Example 1 and T=3.

Fig. 4.5 Projection of exact and tracked streamlines in Fig. 4.4 on xy-plane.
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Fig. 4.6 Projection of exact and tracked streamlines in Fig. 4.4 on yz-plane.

Fig. 4.7 - 4.11 shows the exact and tracked streamlines for the toroidal flow 

� � � � � �� �2 2
0 0 0, , cx z z r y r cy z z r x r c r r r# #� � � � � � �V

at different view points. The seed point is (5.9996 6.2867 1.3923), where 2 2r x y� � .  The red line is 

the exact and blue line is the tracked streamline. The accuracy of tracked streamline can be verified from 

these figures.
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Fig. 4.7 Exact and tracked streamlines for Example 2 for T=5 with torus.

Fig. 4.8 Exact and tracked streamlines for Example 2 for T=5 without torus.
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Fig. 4.9 Projection of exact and tracked streamlines in Fig. 4.8 on xy-plane.

Fig. 4.10 Projection of exact and tracked streamlines in Fig. 4.8 on yz-plane.
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Fig. 4.11 Projection of exact and tracked streamlines in Fig. 4.8 on xz-plane. 

Summary
This adaptive streamline tracking method is efficient and very accurate. The accuracy of the method can 

always be improved with the choice of threshold value T. This method bases on the law of mass 

conservation. The tracked streamline drawn is exact for linear vector fields. This mass conservative 

streamlines will be used to generate the mass conservative streamribbon. The next chapter explains the 

mass conservative streamribbon generation. 
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Chapter 5 Mass Conservative Streamribbon Generation

The construction of mass conservative streamribbon is done with the determination of rotation angle to 

generate the normal vectors whose end points are connected to produce the accurate mass conservative 

streamribbon. The constant-length normal vector at a point on the streamline is constructed after the 

constant-length normal vector at the first point is chosen using the angular calculated from Eq. 5.4 in 

Section 5.1. A quadrilateral patch using the four points (two on streamlines and two end points of the 

constant-length normal vectors at the two points on the streamline) are drawn. This is a repetitive 

process. This process is channelled into MATLAB programming to visualise the construction. There are 

many objects of a main program which carry out specific tasks. The examples of saddle spiral flow and 

toroidal flow show the results.

5.1 Calculation of rotation angle

The surface of the streamribbon is formed in this thesis by quadrilateral patches which take constant-

length normal vectors as two sides, and the connection of their corresponding points on the streamline as 

the third side, and the connection of the end points of constant-length normal vectors as the fourth side. 

The angle of rotating a constant-length vector at a point is governed by the dot product of two vectors

[19]: 

� �1
2

d s
dt
� #� �

�� �
(5.1)

where � is the rotation angle and 

� � , ucurl u s
u

# � �

�
�� � �

�

where

� � , ,w v u w v ucurl u
y z z x x y
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� � � �
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�

for , ,u u v w�
�

in Cartesian coordinates. We evaluate the above curl using the values of velocity fields 

at two neighboring nodes on the streamline and the difference method for partial derivatives. We can 
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evaluate � by taking the previous time step T0 � �curl u
�

to the current time step T after approximating 

described above.
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where � �0u T
�

is the velocity field at previous time step and � �u T
�

is the velocity field at current time step.

For steady flows, we can write Eq. (5.2) as 
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where 0% represents the previous node and h% represents the current node, and h is the time taken from 

0% to h% .

The normal vector 1n
��

at the current time step (i.e., at point 1P ) is located on the plane which passes 

through the point 1P and normal to the velocity field at the current time step (at point 1P ). � �h� can be 

interpreted as the angle between normal vectors 0n
���

and 1n
��

when both have initial points at 1P .
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Let

;,,, 11111 anzyxn ��

,,,, 00000 anzyxn ��

where a is the constant length for all normal vectors on the streamribbon. Now we find 1n
��

for the 

current time step when 0n
���

is known as the normal at the previous time step. Since 

� �hnnnn �cos1010 �� , we have 
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5.2 Streamribbon Construction

Theoretically a streamribbon can be created by drawing constant-length normal vectors at all 

corresponding points on streamlines if the normal vector at the starting point is given. The streamline 

constructed using the algorithm in Chapter 2 consists of a series points. The density of the points of a 

segment on a streamline is big when they are close to a singular point or asymptote line. The algorithm 

for generating streamribbon is as follows.

1. Draw the constant-length normal vector at the second point on the streamline after the constant-

length normal vector at the first point is chosen using the angular calculated from Eq. (5.4)

2. Draw a quadrilateral patch using the four points (two on streamlines and two end points of the 

constant-length normal vectors at the two points on the streamline). 

3. Take the last point on the streamline and the constant-length vector in Step 2 as the initial point

and vector, and find the next point on the streamline and the corresponding normal vector using Eq. (5.4). 

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until finish.

5.3 A Diagrammatic Perspective of Streamribbon Construction

5.3.1 A two dimensional view of streamribbon construction

The dots show the generated points 

that constitute the streamline.
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The constant - length normal vector is

generated normal to the velocity 

fields at the dots of streamline.

The constant length normal vector is               

constructed at the second point on the 

streamline after the constant length

normal vector at the first point is 

chosen using the calculated angular.

A quadrilateral patch is then 

constructed using the four points (two 

points on the streamline and two end 

points of the constant length normal

vectors at the two points on the 

streamline.
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The same process is continued to 

other streamline points to construct 

the quadrilateral patch.

The constant – length normal vectors 

constructed are joined to form the 

parallel streamline

5.3.2 A three dimensional view of streamribbon construction

The streamline points are generated in the tetrahedral.
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The constant length normal vectors are generated in the tetrahedral.

The quadrilateral patch is constructed using the four points ( two on the streamline and two at the end of 

the constant length normal vectors inside the tetrahedral.
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Another constant length normal vector is generated.

The four points are joined again to continue the quadrilateral patch generation inside the tetrahedral.
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The generation process show the streamribbon construction inside the tetrahedral.

.

A view of the  streamribbon inside the hexahedron.
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This diagram shows the mass conservative streamribbon around the mass conservative streamline with 

respect to the three dimensional Cartesian plane

The streamribbon diagram shows a toroidal flow. The circular sections follow the streamline in an 

enclosed pattern.
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z

x

y

z
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The above diagram shows the normal line following the streamline in a spiral flow. The arrangement of 

normal lines indicates the importance of their presence in construction of a streamribbon.

5.4 MATLAB Programming of Streamribbon  Construction

The process of MATLAB programming required the breakdown of method into small objects. Each of 

the objects is able to communicate with others to transfer information required to generate the 

streamribbon.

x

y

z
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5.4.1 The subdivide function

The larger hexahedron is divided into smaller hexahedrons using the subdivide function. It checks the 

layers and collects the x, y and z coordinates. Starting from layer 1 to layer T, the threshold number, the 

coordinates of hexahedral vertices are evaluated and forwarded to other objects for other purposes.

5.4.2 The function of locating seed point in tetrahedron

Four values of b1, b2, b3, b4 in Section 4.5 are calculated in this function. If all these four values are 

positive in a tetrahedron, then the seed point is located in the tetrahedron. These four values depend on 

the coordinates of seed point and also the coordinates of the vertices of the tetrahedron. This function is 

also used to check when a point on tracked streamline is out of a tetrahedron.

5.4.3 The interpolation function

The calculation of coefficient matrices A and B in linear interpolation of CFD velocity field is carried out 

in this program. The function interpolates P1, P2, P3, P4 which are the tetrahedral vertices ((P1=x1, y1, z1), 

(P2=x2, y2, z2), (P3=x3, y3, z3) and (P4=x4, y4, z4)). The velocity fields at P1, P2, P3, P4 make up matrix V 

(V = V1 - V4, V2 - V4, V3 -V4). This matrix is multiplied with the inverse of matrix P (P = P1 - P4, P2 - P4,

P3 - P4) to obtain matrix A. Matrix B is calculated by subtracting the product of matrices A and 

P4(x4,y4,z4) from V4 (velocity field at P4).

5.4.4 The condition checking function 

This function checks if the nine conditions in Table 1 is satisfied. If one of the conditions is satisfied in a

tetrahedron, the hexahedron which contains the tetrahedron is subdivided.
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5.4.5 The velocity field function

This function gives the velocity field at the four vertices of a tetrahedron using the coordinates of the 

vertices. For a given CFD velocity field V, this function can be replaced by V.

5.4.6 The drawribbon function

This function constructs the streamribbon. The calculation of curl and then the normal vector is done in 

this function.

5.4.7 The streamline construction function

The streamline is generated using this function. The Jacobean of matrix A is checked for each condition. 

If the eigenvalues are not real, then the program under ‘complex’ is run. When the eigenvalues are real 

and different, then the program under ‘three different’ is run. There are eight cases corresponding to the 

eight cases in Table 1. The coordinates of points on streamline are plotted.  The line width and colour are 

specified in this program.

5.5 Examples

The following two examples show the adaptively tracked streamline by the method in [16] and the 

streamribbon constructed based on the streamline. The tracked streamline in red in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.5

are drawn for the threshold numbers T=15.  

5.5.1 Example 1 Saddle-spiral flow

� �2, , V xz y yz x z� � � �

with seed point (-0.8, 0.8, 1).

Fig. 5.1 shows the streamribbon in three dimensions. Fig. 5.2 shows the projection of the streamribbon in 
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Fig. 5.1 on yz-plane. It is shown that the normal vector at the seed point is perpendicular to yz-plane and 

then it rotates gradually up to almost perpendicular to xy-plane. Fig. 5.3 shows the projection of the 

streamribbon in Fig. 5.1 on xy-plane. This figure indicates that the variations of rotations are very small 

from the point of view on z- axis. Fig. 5.4 shows the projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.1 on xz-

plane.

Fig. 5.1 Streamribbon for Example 1 in 3D.
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Fig. 5.2 Projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.1 on yz-plane.
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Fig. 5.3 Projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.1 on xy-plane.
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Fig. 5.4 Projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.1 on xz-plane. 
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5.5.2 Example 2 Toroidal flow velocity field

� � � � � �
2 2

2 1 2 1 2 92 2, + ,
5 5

V
x z y z ry x

r r rr r

� �� � �
� � �� � 
� �

with seed point (6.0006, 6.7076, 1), where 2 2r x y� � .

Fig. 5.5 shows the streamribbon in three-dimensions. The rotation for this example varies not 

significantly from Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.6 shows the projections of Fig. 5.5 on yz-plane. This figure shows the 

rotations clearly on yz-plane. Fig. 5.7 shows the projection of the streamribbon xy-plane and it again 

shows the rotation varies not significantly. Fig. 5.8 shows the projection of the streamribbon xz-plane in 

which we can see clearly the density of normal vectors.
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Fig. 5.5 Streamribbon for Example 2 in 3D.
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Fig. 5.6 Projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.5 on yz-plane.

Fig. 5.7 Projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.5 on xy-plane.
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Fig. 5.8 Projection of the streamribbon in Fig. 5.6 on xz-plane.

Summary
The accurate mass conservative streamribbon was successfully generated. The construction process 

involved generating a streamline and then connecting the normal vectors along the streamline. The 

rotation angle formula was formulated from curl to determine the normal vector. These normal vectors 

were calculated at different points on the streamline. The mathematically acquired information was 
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efficiently programmed using MATLAB. The figures help to show the different stages of streamribbon

generation. 
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Chapter 6 Further works and Research

The accuracy of created streamribbon is dependent on both the accuracies of the streamline and the 

rotation angle. The method in [16] introduced an adaptive streamline tracking method for three-

dimensional CFD velocity fields based on the law of mass conservation. This method suits to the CFD 

velocity fields whereby more data is available. The advantages of the method introduced in [16] include 

that the accuracy of the tracked streamlines for a given mesh can be controlled by the threshold number 

T. The larger the threshold number T, the more accurate the tracked streamlines are, and the tracking 

process is stopped when not enough data is provided. The overall accuracy of tracked streamline depends 

on the initial mesh and the threshold number T. When CFD velocity fields are given as numerical 

solutions of mathematical models, more data of the velocity fields are possible to calculate.

This thesis has introduced a streamribbon construction technique for flow visualization. The normal 

vectors along the accurate streamline were connected. An analysis of this streamribbon successfully 

reveals the properties of fluid flow.

Further work in this area could be carried out to discover other factors in a flow visualisation. Better 

computer with higher visual memory will reveal figures of even much better quality.
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Conclusion

This research has introduced a new method of streamribbon generation. It effectively combined the 

streamline generation method in [16] with normal vector connection with adjacent streamline method in 

[8]. Streamlines were accurately generated and satisfied the law of mass conservation. The overall 

accuracy of tracked streamline depended on the initial mesh and the threshold number, T. The formula of 

streamribbon rotation angle was successfully formulated to determine the curl of the normal vectors 

generated for adjacent streamline. The points on the mass conservative streamline form the centre of 

reference of each normal vector in the mass conservative streamribbon.

Accurate and efficient streamribbon was constructed using the accurate streamlines. The projection of the 

streamribbon show different views of the generation. These dimensional views help to show the 

accuracy. However, powerful and faster computers will improve the quality of figures generated.

Accurate streamribbon gives reliable analysis of fluid flows. The examples shown indicate the high level 

of accuracy. An increased accuracy of the model will help in various fields of study such as 

aerodynamics, industrial process and geophysics. It effectively visualizes the steady flow fields and 

reveals the flow properties.

The streamribbons were effectively generated using MATLAB programming. The process was broken 

down into small steps to facilitate the generation. It consists of many objects and required good visual 

memory because of high computational demand. Various parts of streamribbon could reveal different 

properties on the streamribbon using colors which will require better capacity of computer and can be 

future research work.  
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